We use the noisy-channel theory of human sentence comprehension to develop an incremental processing cost model that unifies and extends key features of expectation-based and memory-based models. In this model, which we call noisy-context surprisal, the processing cost of a word is the surprisal of the word given a noisy representation of the preceding context. We show that this model accounts for an outstanding puzzle in sentence comprehension, language-dependent structural forgetting effects (Gibson and Thomas, 1999; Vasishth et al., 2010; Frank et al., 2016) , which are previously not well modeled by either expectation-based or memory-based approaches. Additionally, we show that this model derives and generalizes locality effects (Gibson, 1998; Demberg and Keller, 2008) , a signature prediction of memory-based models. We give corpusbased evidence for a key assumption in this derivation.
Introduction
Models of human sentence processing difficulty can be divided into two kinds, expectation-based and memory-based. Expectation-based models predict the processing difficulty of a word from the word's surprisal given previous material in the sentence (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008a) . These models have good coverage: they can account for effects of syntactic construction frequency and resolution of ambiguity on incremental processing difficulty. Memory-based models, on the other hand, explain difficulty resulting from working memory limitations during incremental parsing (Gibson, 1998; Lewis and Vasishth, 2005) ; a major prediction of these models is locality effects, where processing a word is difficult when it is far from other words with which it must be syntactically integrated. Expectation-based models do not intrinsically capture this difficulty.
Integrating these two approaches at a high level has proven challenging. A major hurdle is that the theories are typically stated at different levels of analysis: expectation-based theories are computational-level theories (Marr, 1982) specifying what computational problem the human sentence processing system is solving-the problem of how update one's belief about a sentence given a new word-without specifying implementation details. Memory-based theories such as Lewis and Vasishth (2005) are for the most part based in mechanistic algorithmic-level theories describing the actions of a specific incremental parser.
Previous theories that capture both surprisal and locality effects have typically done so by augmenting parsing models with a special predictionverification operation to capture surprisal effects (Demberg and Keller, 2009; Demberg et al., 2013) , or by combining surprisal and memorybased cost derived from a parsing model as separate factors in a linear model (Shain et al., 2016) . These models capture surprisal and locality effects at the same time, but they do not clearly capture phenomena involving the interaction of memory and probabilistic expectations such as languagedependent structural forgetting (see Section 3).
Here we develop a computational-level model capturing both memory and expectation effects from a single set of principles, without reference to a specific parsing algorithm. In our model, the processing cost of a word is a function of its surprisal given a noisy representation of previous context (Section 2). We show that the model can reproduce structural forgetting effects, including the difference between English and German (Section 3), a phenomenon not previously captured by memory-based or expectation-based models in isolation. We also give a derivation of the existence of locality effects in the model; these effects were previously accounted for only in mechanistic memory-based models (Section 4). The derivation yields a generalization of classic locality effects which we call information locality: sentences are predicted to be easier to process when words with high mutual information are close. We give corpus-based evidence that words in syntactic dependencies have high mutual information, meaning that classical dependency locality effects can be seen as a subset of information locality effects.
Noisy-Context Surprisal
In surprisal theory, the processing cost of a word is asserted to be proportional to extent to which one must change one's beliefs given that word (Hale, 2001; Smith and Levy, 2013) . So the cost of a word is (up to proportionality):
where p L (·|·) is the conditional probability of a word in context in a probabilistic language L.
Standard surprisal assumes that the comprehender has perfect access to a representation of w i 's full context, including the words preceding it in the sentence (w 1:i−1 ) and also extra-sentential context (which we leave implicit). But given that human working memory is limited, the assumption of perfect access is unrealistic. We propose that processing cost at a word is better modeled as the cost of belief updates given a noisy representation of the previous input. The probability of a word given a noisy context is modeled as the noisy channel probability of the word, assuming that people do noisy channel inference on their context representation (Levy, 2008b; Gibson et al., 2013) . Given this model, the expected processing cost of a word is its expected surprisal over the possible noisy representations of its context.
The noisy-context surprisal processing cost function is thus: 1
1 Neglecting the implicit proportionality term in Equation 1.
where V is the noisy representation of the previous material w 1:i−1 , the noise distribution p N characterizes how memory of previous material may be corrupted, and p NC L (·|·) is the noisy-channel probability of a word given a noisy context, computed via marginalization:
with p NC (w 1:i−1 |V ) computed via Bayes Rule:
Note here that w i 's cost is computed using its true identity but a noisy representation of the context: from the incremental perspective, w i is observed now, but context is stored and retrieved in a potentially noisy storage medium. This asymmetry between noise levels for proximal versus distal input differs from the noisy-channel surprisal model of Levy (2011) , and is crucial to the derivation of information locality we present in Section 4.
Here we use two types of noise distributions for p N : erasure noise and deletion noise. In erasure noise, a symbol in the context is probabilistically erased and replaced with a special symbol E with probability e. In deletion noise, a symbol is erased from the sequence completely, leaving no trace. Given deletion noise, a comprehender does not know how many symbols were in the original context; with erasure noise, the comprehender knows exactly which symbols were affected by noise. In both cases, we assume that the application or nonapplication of noise is probabilistically independent among elements in the context. We use these concrete noise distributions for convenience, but we believe our results should generalize to larger classes of noise distributions.
Structural Forgetting Effects
Here we show that noisy-context surprisal as a processing cost model can reproduce effects that were not previously well-explained by either expectation-based or memory-based theories. In particular, we take up the puzzle of structural forgetting effects, where comprehenders seem to forget structural elements of a sentence prefix when predicting the rest of the sentence. The result is that some ungrammatical sentences have lower processing cost and higher acceptability than some complex grammatical sentences: with doubly nested relative clauses, for instance, subjects rate ungrammatical sentence (1) as more acceptable than sentence (2), forgetting about the VP predicted by the second noun (Gibson and Thomas, 1999) .
(1) *The apartment 1 that the maid 2 who the cleaning service 3 had 3 sent over was 1 welldecorated.
(2) The apartment 1 that the maid 2 who the cleaning service 3 had 3 sent over was 2 cleaning every week was 1 well-decorated. Vasishth et al. (2010) show this same effect in reading times at the last verb: in English native speakers are more surprised to encounter a third VP than not to. However, this effect is languagespecific: the same authors find that in German, native speakers are more surprised when a third VP is missing than when it is present. Frank et al. (2016) show further that native speakers do not show the effect in Dutch, but Dutch-native L2 speakers of English do show the effect in English. The result shows that the memory resources taxed by these structures are themselves meaningfully shaped by the distributional statistics of the language.
The verb forgetting effect is a challenge for both expectation-based and memory-based models. Pure expectation-based models cannot reproduce the effect: they have no mechanism for forgetting an established VP prediction and thus they assign small or zero probability to ungrammatical sentences. On the other hand, memory-based models will have to account for why the same structures are forgotten in English but not in German. Here we show that noisy-context surprisal provides the first purely computational-level account for the language-dependent verb forgetting effect. The essential mechanism is that when verbfinal nested structures are more probable in a language, then they will be better preserved in a noisy memory representation. Table 1 presents a toy probabilistic context-free grammar for the constructions involved in verb forgetting. The grammar generates strings over the alphabet of N (noun), V (verb), C (complementizer), P (preposition). We apply deletion noise with by-symbol deletion probability d. So for example, given a prefix NCNCNVV, the prefix can be corrupted to NCNNVV with probability proportional to d, representing one deletion. In that Toy grammar used to demonstrate verb forgetting. Nouns are postmodified with probability m; a postmodifier is a relative clause with probability r, and a relative clause is V-initial with probability s. For practical reasons we bound nonterminal rewrites of NP at 2. case a noisy-channel comprehender might incorrectly infer that the original prefix was in fact NC-NPNVV, and thus fail to predict a third verb.
Model of Verb Forgetting
To illustrate that noisy surprisal can account for language-dependent verb forgetting, we show in Figure 1 the differences between noisy surprisal values for grammatical (V) and ungrammatical (end-of-sentence) continuations of prefixes NCNCNVV under parameter settings reflecting the difference between English and German, and compare these differences with self-paced reading times observed after the final verb by Vasishth et al. (2010) . Noisy surprisal qualitatively reproduces language-dependent verb forgetting: in English the ungrammatical continuation is higher surprisal, but in German the grammatical continuation is higher surprisal. The English-German difference in the model is entirely accounted for by the parameter s, which determines the proportion of relative clauses that are verb-initial. In English, most relative clauses are subject-extracted and those are verb-initial, so for English s ≈ .8 (Roland et al., 2007) . German, in contrast, has s ≈ 0, since its relative clauses are obligatorily verb-final. When verb-final relative clauses have higher prior probability, a doubly-nested RC prefix NCNCVV is more likely to be preserved by a rational noisy-channel comprehender.
The results of Figure 1 do not speak, however, to the generality of the model's predictions regarding verb forgetting. To explore this matter, we partition the model's four-dimensional parameter space into regions distinguishing whether noisy-context surprisal is lower for (G) grammatical continuations or (U) ungrammatical contin- uations for (1) singly-embedded NCNV and (2) doubly-embedded NCNCNVV contexts. Figure 2 shows this partition for a range of r, s, m, and d. In the blue region, grammatical continuations are lower-cost than ungrammatical continuations for both singly and doubly embedded contexts, as in German (G 1 G 2 ); in the red region, the ungrammatical continuation is lower-cost for both contexts (U 1 U 2 ). In the green region, the grammatical continuation is lower cost for single embedding, but higher cost for double embedding, as in English (G 1 U 2 ). No combination of parameter values instantiates U 1 G 2 (for either the depicted or other possible values of m and d). Thus both the English and German behavioral patterns are quite generally predicted by the model. Furthermore, each language's statistics place it in a region of parameter space plausibly corresponding to its behavioral pattern: the English-type forgetting effect is predicted mostly for high s, the German-type for low s.
The only previous formalized account of language-specific verb forgetting, Frank et al. (2016) , showed that Simple Recurrent Networks (SRNs) trained on English and Dutch data partly reproduce the verb forgetting effect in the surprisals they assign to the final verb. Our model provides an explanation of the SRN's behavior. When an SRN predicts words, it effectively uses Table 1 ). Blue:
a lossily compressed representation of the previous words. This lossy compression is analogous to the noisy representation posited here.
Information Locality
Here we show how, given an appropriate noise distribution, noisy surprisal gives rise to locality effects. Standard locality effects are related to syntactic dependencies: the claim is that processing is difficult when the parser must make a syntactic connection with an element that has been in memory for a long time. In Section 4.1, we derive a more general prediction: that processing is difficult when any elements with high mutual information are far from one another. The effect arises under noisy surprisal because context elements that would have been helpful for predicting a word might have been forgotten. We call this principle information locality. In Section 4.3, we argue that words in syntactic dependencies have higher mutual information than other word pairs, which leads to a view of dependency locality effects as a special case of information locality effects.
Derivation of Information Locality
Viewing processing cost as a function of word order, noisy surprisal gives rise to the generalization that cost is minimized when elements with high mutual information are close. We show this by decomposing the noisy surprisal cost of a word into many terms of higher-order mutual information with the context, then showing that applying a certain kind of erasure noise to the context causes these terms to be downweighted based on their distance to the word. Thus the best word order puts the words that have high mutual information with a word close to that word.
Noise Distribution
Noisy surprisal gives rise to information locality under a family of noise distributions which we call progressive erasure noise, which is any noise function that erases discrete elements of a sequence with increasing probability the earlier those elements are in the sequence. Formally, in progressive erasure noise, the ith element in a sequence X with length |X| is erased with probability proportional to some monotonically increasing function of how far left that element is in the sequence: f (|X| − i). As a concrete example of progressive erasure noise, consider an exponential decay function, such that the probability that an element i in X remains unerased is (1 − e) |X|−i for some probability e. The exponential decay function corresponds to a noise model where the context sequence is hit with erasure noise successively as each word is processed. Any progressive erasure noise distribution suffices for the derivation here to go through.
Decomposing Surprisal Cost
In noisy surprisal theory, the cost of a word w i in context w 1:i−1 is:
where h(·) is surprisal (here unconditional, equivalent to log inverse-frequency) and pmi(·; ·) is pointwise mutual information between two values under a joint distribution:
Essentially, each word has an inherent cost determined by its log inverse probability, mitigated to the extent that it is predictable from context (pmi(w i ; w 1:i−1 )). Now define the interaction information between a sequence of m values {a} drawn from a sequence of m random variables {α} (McGill, 1955; Bell, 2003) The equation expresses a sum of interaction informations between the current word w i and all subsets of the context values. 3 2 Higher-order information terms are typically defined using a different sign convention and referred to as coinformation or multivariate mutual information (Bell, 2003) . For even orders, interaction information is equal to coinformation. For odd orders, interaction information is equal to negative coinformation. We adopt our particular sign convention to make the generalization of information locality easier to express.
3 To see that this is true, first note that we can express joint surprisal in terms of interaction information:
Now consider the pmi of a value ai with a sequence a1:i−1. Using the decomposition of joint surprisal to expand the definition of pmi in Equation 5, we get:
In the final expression, all the terms that do not contain ai Now combining Equations 4 and 6, we get:
Now if any element of an interaction information term is E, then that whole interaction information term is equal to 0. This happens because the probability that an element is erased is independent of the identity of other elements in the sequence, and thus E has no interaction information with any subset of those elements. That is, i(w i ; v I 1 ; ...; v In ) = 0 unless v I j = w I j for all j. This allows us to write:
where the variable m ranges over bit-masks of length i − 1, and m I is equal to 1 when all indices I in m are equal to 1, and 0 otherwise. Now m∈{0,1} i−1 p N (m)m I is the total probability that all of a set of indices I survives erasure. Thus, informally:
That is, the cost of a word is its inherent cost minus its interaction informations with context, which are weighted by the probability that all elements of those interactions survive erasure. Under progressive erasure noise, the probability that a subset of variables is erased increases the farther left those variables are in the context. Therefore, Equation 7 expresses information locality: context elements which are predictive of w i will only get to mitigate the cost of processing w i if they are close to it. The surprisal-mitigating effect of a context element on a word w i decreases as that element gets farther from w i .
Noisy Surprisal and Dependency Locality
Memory-based models of sentence processing account for apparent dependency locality effects, which is processing cost apparently arising from two words linked in a syntactic dependency appearing far from one another (Gibson, 1998) . Dependency length has been proposed as a rough measure of comprehension and production difficulty, and studied as a predictor of reaction times (Grodner and Gibson, 2005; Demberg and Keller, 2008; Mitchell et al., 2010; Shain et al., 2016) , and also as a theory of production preferences and linguistic typology, under the assumption that people prefer to produce sentences with short dependencies (dependency length minimization) (Hawkins, 1994; Gildea and Temperley, 2010; Futrell et al., 2015; Rajkumar et al., 2016) .
Dependency locality follows from information locality if words linked in a syntactic dependency have particularly high mutual information. To see this, consider only the lowest-order interaction information terms in Equation 7, truncating the summation over n at 1. We can write
where R collects all the interaction information terms of order greater than 2, and f (d) is the monotonically decreasing survival probability of a d-back word, described in Section 4.1.1. The effects of R are bounded because higher-order mutual information terms are more penalized by erasure noise than lower-order terms, simply because large sets of context items are more likely to experience at least one erasure.
If the effects of R are negligible, then the cost of a whole utterance w as a function of word order is determined only by pairwise information locality:
If words linked in a dependency have higher mutual information than words that are not, then the processing cost as a function of word order is a monotonically increasing function of dependency length. Under this assumption, for which we provide evidence below, dependency locality effects can be seen as a special case of information locality effects. As a theory of production preferences or typology, processing cost as a monotonically increasing function of dependency length suffices to derive the predictions of dependency length minimization (Ferrer i Cancho, 2015) .
Mutual Information and Syntactic Dependency
We have shown that noisy-context surprisal derives information locality, and argued that dependency locality can be seen as a special case of information locality. However, deriving dependency locality requires a crucial assumption that words linked in a dependency have higher mutual information than those words that are not.
To test this assumption, we calculated mutual information between wordforms in various dependency relations in the Google Syntactic n-gram corpus (Goldberg and Orwant, 2013) . We compared the mutual information of content words in a direct dependency relationship to content words in grandparent-grandchild and sister-sister dependency relationships. Mutual information was estimated using maximum likelihood estimation from frequencies, treating the corpus as samples from a distribution over (head, dependent) pairs. In order to exclude nonlinguistic forms, we only included wordforms if they were among the top 10000 most frequent wordforms in the corpus. The direct head-dependent frequencies were calculated from the same corpus as the grandparent-grandchild frequencies, so that all mutual information estimates are affected by the same frequency cutoff. The results are shown in Table 2 : direct head-dependent pairs indeed have the highest mutual information.
To test the crosslinguistic validity of this generalization about syntactic dependency and mutual information, we calculated mutual information between the distributions over POS tags for dependency pairs of 43 languages in the Universal Dependencies corpus (Nivre et al., 2016) . For this calculation, we used mutual information over POS tags rather than wordforms to avoid data sparsity issues. The results are shown in Figure 3 .
Relation MI (bits) Head-dependent 1.79 Grandparent-dependent 1.34
Sister-sister 1.19 Again, we find that mutual information is highest for direct head-dependency pairs, and falls off for more distant relations. These results show that two words in a syntactic dependency relationship are more predictive of each other than two words in some other kinds of relationship.
We also compared the mutual information of word pairs in and out of dependency relationships while controlling for distance. This test has a dual purpose. First, it allows us to control for distance when claiming that words in dependency relationships have high mutual information. Second, it allows us to test a simple prediction of information locality as applied to language production: that words with high mutual information should be close together. For pairs of words (w i , w i+k ), we calculated the pmi values among POS tags of the words. Figure 4 shows the average pmi of all words at each distance compared with the average pmi of the subset of words in a direct dependency relationship at that distance. In all languages, we find that words in a dependency relationship have higher pmi than the baseline, especially at close distances. Furthermore, we find that words at close distances tend to have higher pmi, regardless of whether they are in a dependency relationship.
Discussion
Information locality can be seen as a decay in the effectiveness of contextual cues for predicting words. Precisely such a decay in cue effectiveness was found to be effective for predicting entropy distributions across sentences in Qian and Jaeger (2012) , although that work did not distinguish between an inherent, noise-based decay in cue effectiveness or optimized placement of cues. The result of Gildea and Jaeger (2015) , which shows that word orders in languages are optimized to minimize trigram surprisal of words, can be taken to show maximization of information locality under the noise distribution where context is truncated deterministically at length 2. Whereas Gildea and Jaeger (2015) treat dependency length minimization and trigram surprisal minimization as separate factors, under the view in this paper these two phenomena emerge as two aspects of information locality. In general, the mutual information of linguistic elements has been found to decrease with distance (Li, 1989; Lin and Tegmark, 2016) , although this claim has only been tested for letters, not for larger linguistic units such as morphemes. The fact that linguistic units that are close typically have high mutual information could result from optimization of word order for information locality.
The idea that syntactically dependent words have high mutual information is also ubiquitously implicit in probabilistic models of language and in practical NLP models. For example, it is implied by head-outward generative models (Eisner, 1996; Eisner, 1997; Klein and Manning, 2004) , the first successful models for grammar induction. Mutual information has been used directly for unsupervised discovery of syntactic dependencies (Yuret, 1998) and evaluation of dependency parses (de Paiva Alves, 1996) , as well as commonly for collocation detection (Church and Hanks, 1990) . In addition to providing evidence for a crucial assumption in the derivation of information locality, our results also give evidence backing up the theoretical validity of such models and methods.
The derivation of information locality given here assumed progressive erasure noise for concreteness, but we believe it should be possible to derive this generalization for a large family of noise distributions.
Conclusion
We have introduced a computational-level model of incremental sentence processing difficulty based on the principle that comprehenders have uncertainty about the previous input and act rationally on that uncertainty. Noisy-context surprisal accounts for key effects predicted by expectationbased and memory-based models, in addition to providing the first computational-level explanation of language-specific structural forgetting, which involves subtle interactions between memory and probabilistic expectations. Noisy-context surprisal also leads to a general principle of information locality offering a new interpretation of syntactic locality effects, and leading to broader and potentially different predictions than purely memory-based models.
Here we have used qualitative arguments and have used different specific noise distributions to make different points. Our aim has been to argue for the theoretical viability of noisy-context surprisal, without committing the theory to a particular noise distribution. We believe our predictions will be derivable under very general classes of noise distributions, and we plan to pursue these more general derivations in future work.
A more psychologically accurate model will likely use a more nuanced noise distribution than the simple decay functions in this paper, which do not capture the subtleties of human memory. In particular, simple decay functions to not capture memory retrieval effects of the kind described in Anderson and Schooler (1991) , where different items in a sequence have different propensities to be forgotten, in accordance with rational allocation of resources for retrieval. Seen as a noise distribution, this memory model implies that the erasure probability of a word is a function of the word's identity, and not only the word's position in the sequence as in Section 4.1.1. Including such noise distributions in the noisy-context surprisal model could provide a rich set of predictions to test the model more extensively.
